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Multi-layer Drawer Tool Cabinet Pit Cart 

CYJY is a leading China multi-layer drawer tool cabinet pit cart manufacturers, suppliers 

and exporter. The High quality cold rolling steel material can make sure all multi-layer 

drawer tool cabinet pit cart in high quality. Every drawer can load 60-80kg.Multi-layer 

drawer tool cabinet pit cart With wheels and locks for easy move and safe. The surface 

finished is powder coated is good for waterproof and anti-corrosion in any hostile 

environment. There are 19 drawers inside the tool cabinet, which can store tools and 

parts of various sizes, and the storage space is very sufficient. The appearance is 

beautiful and generous, not only powerful in use, but also can increase the overall 

aesthetics of the workplace. 

 

Multi-layer Drawer Tool Cabinet Pit 

Cart 

CYJY is mlti-layer drawer tool cabinet pit cart 

manufacturers and suppliers in China who can 

wholesale multi-layer drawer tool cabinet pit cart, we 

can provide professional service and better price for 

you. The overall frame is made of high-quality cold-

rolled steel plate, which is firm and stable; the 

drawers are made of galvanized steel plate, which 

is anti-corrosion and anti-rust; the casters use 19-

inch wheels, which are easy to move, and are a 

good choice for going out and home. 
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Multi-layer Drawer Tool Cabinet Pit Cart Specification 

Model Multi-layer Drawer Tool Cabinet Pit Cart 

Weight 273KG 

Material High Quality Cold Rolled Steel 

Surface Electrostatic Powder Coating 

Regular size W1780*H1260*D610mm/Customized 

Color Per Customer's Requirement 

Thickness 1.2mm as regular. 0.8~1.2mm optional 

Structure Knocked down structure, packing in carton 

Accessories Central Lock and Stainless Steel Handle 

Remark OEM&ODM Are Available 
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1x40' container 15sets 

 

Product Process 

 

 

The following points need to be paid attention to when 

using the Multi-layer Drawer Tool Cabinet Pit Cart: 

▶ Load limit: When moving the tool cabinet pit truck, you need to pay attention to the 

maximum load it can bear to avoid damage or danger caused by overload. 

▶ Balance and stability: When moving the tool cabinet pit truck, it is necessary to 

ensure that the center of gravity is balanced and stable to avoid tilting, collapsing or 

overturning due to imbalance. 

▶ Secure locking: When using a tool cabinet, ensure that all drawers and cabinet doors 

are properly closed to prevent theft or loss of stored tools and equipment. 

▶ Cleaning and maintenance: regularly clean and maintain the tool cabinet, and check 

and lubricate the drawers and pit cars to maintain their normal use and prolong their life. 

▶ Reasonable placement: When using the tool cabinet, it is necessary to arrange the 

storage position of the tools and parts in the drawer reasonably so that you can quickly 
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find the items you need. At the same time, it is also necessary to avoid stacking too many 

items together, which will affect the use effect of the cabinet. 

▶Moisture-proof and sun-proof: The multi-layer drawer tool cabinet pit cart should 

be placed in a dry, ventilated place and avoid direct sunlight to prevent tools or parts from 

rusting, deforming or being damaged. 

▶Safe operation: When operating the tool cabinet pit truck, it is necessary to pay 

attention to the safe operation rules to avoid personal injury or other dangerous 

situations. 

 

Our Partners 

 
 

FAQ 

Q4: What is your product positioning? 

A4: Our products are mainly for high-end consumers. Our price falls into average level 

among similar products. In the future, we will try to develop products for the low-income 

groups. 
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Q5: What's your target market? 

A5: We mainly focus on European market right now. Our next step is to launch new 

products and expand our market to North America, South America and the Middle East. 

 

Q6: What is your target customer? 

A6: Mainly for large supermarkets, chain stores, the network shopping, TV shopping and 

other customers. 

 


